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By DANNY PARISI

U.S. yachting company AvYachts is bringing inspiration from the sharing economy to the world of yacht ownership
with its new project: "Instant Yachtification."

Under this new initiative, AvYachts customers will be able to commit to as little as 10 percent ownership of a yacht
while being guaranteed three weeks on board per year. This move, inspired by the likes of Airbnb and other sharing
economy startups, will allow even more customers to experience shared yacht ownership, lowering the bar of entry
to begin yachting.

"Entering the world of mega-yacht ownership can be intimidating, given the unknowns of operating, maintaining
and storing a large vessel that requires constant attention," said Kathy Kennedy, chief operating officer of AvYachts,
Fort Lauderdale, FL. "Instant Yachtification makes the entryway much more accessible and enjoyable through a
shared ownership model that provides instant admittance to this exclusive world. Now, the luxurious experience of
yachting is available to those seeking this lifestyle choice."

Sharing economy
The sharing economy has disrupted much of how modern businesses are handled. From Airbnb in the housing and
hospitality industry to Uber and ridesharing services, these startups have lowered the barrier of entry for formerly
exclusive services and reshaped how they are offered.

The sharing economy in 2014 was valued at $14 billion, but is expected to be at $335 billion by 2025, according to the
Brookings Institute.

Now, AvYachts is seeking to bring some of that innovation to how yachting is performed by today's wealthy. While
yachts have long been a mainstay of the wealthiest class, their prohibitive price has made them the domain of only
the topmost percentiles of the affluent.
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The deal is designed for people who only have a limited amount of time to go yachting each year. Image credit:
AvYachts

Under AvYacht's Instant Yachtification effort, consumers will be able to share in joint ownership of a yacht, with the
lowest commitment of ownership being just 10 percent.

Customers can purchase either a 10 percent or 20 percent share in the yacht, which equates to three or six weeks
guaranteed time aboard, respectively. In this way, customers who do not have the time to go yachting for more than a
few weeks per year can avoid the astronomical expenses of owning and maintaining a yacht.

Instead, AvYachts will provide a dedicated crew and maintain the yacht for the shared owners, who will receive a
portion of the proceeds when the yacht is sold at the end of the five-year lease.

Barrier of  entryBarrier of  entry

Instant Yachtification is not the only democratizing effort the brand has put forth.

AvYachts expanded its move into the travel sharing economy through a partnership with vacation home exchange
program Elite Alliance.

Via this new agreement, owners of AvYachts' vessels can trade a week on their timeshared boat for a three-week stay
in an Elite Alliance property. This partnership furthers AvYachts' mission to open up luxury seafaring to a wider
affluent audience (see story).

Outside of the sharing economy, other recent innovations have had a noticeable effect on how yachting is
conducted today.

The sharing economy is growing at an astonishing rate. Image credit: AvYachts

For example, responding to the rise of cryptocurrency use in other luxury sectors, Royal Yacht Brokers is now
accepting these digital payment methods for rentals and sales.

Global currencies such as bitcoin and Ethereum and national currencies such as CryptoRubles can now be used to
charter or purchase the service's mega yachts. Due to the anonymity associated with these forms of payment, a
number of luxury categories that cater to the well-heeled have adopted these currencies (see story).

As the overall luxury world continues to experience disruption, the yacht industry will have to remain flexible to the
needs and habits of the modern consumer.
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